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As the enlightening pure spirit of the Fuji Declaration evidences and inspires, the present 
historical context on Earth calls for a radical awakening of human consciousness and insight. 
A true evolutive shift for humanity today cannot start without a fundamental recognition 
and awareness of the vital essence which we are. 
 
The current logical and causal-functional thinking, as well as the artificial intelligence 
developments, usually tend to de-fine and analyze life, and to create trends, social models 
and standards for our society, while substantially they deliver material goals. But they are 
seriously disconnected from the innate stream and compass of human resonance with life, 
and gravely separated from the natural flow of life which is embodied within the heartbeat 
of mankind since always. 
Measure does not deliver wisdom. Quality does not emerge from quantity. 
 
We are not observers, managers, or mapmakers of life, we are life itself. Our breathing is 
none other than the breathing of life. Today the creation of peace, of a living peace, is called 
to emerge as a natural consequence of a deep human sensitive insight and awareness, and 
of the inner input towards the life which we are: instruments of the perennial evolutive 
creation of the symphony of life. 
 
In our complex reality where everything is entangled, and all interrelations influence the 
whole field of existence, all that exists, and the constant flow of the emerging reality, are 
nothing but the manifestations of the life of each living being, of each human being. 
We are not explorers of the human evolution, instead we are the quality of evolution, where 
our consciousness, existence, insight, our presence, each of our daily attitudes, answers, 
choices, relationships are, and co-create, the evolutive stream of life itself. 
 
We are not researchers of the nature of life - we are life, the spark of life which constantly 
recreates us: our breathing as well as our intuitive enlightenments and inspirations. Life, 
where the sphere of solutions - as Einstein stated - is not the sphere of problems. Life, 
where our current commitments and social functions do not constitute the sum of our 
logical answers to our problems. But they emerge from and belong to the vital sphere of 
solutions, and to the infinite field of possibilities which the nature of life is and offers: 
possibilities which are ready for us, to be brought to light. 
In such deep sense of life, today the evolution of human consciousness calls for a shift from 
the local-logical, functional and substantially techno-logical knowledge, to an immediate 
empathic, intuitive, resonant understanding, which enlightens a new wisdom, the innate 
human creativity, answers coherent with life, and a flourishing acting as oneness. 


